ABOVE COMFORT

The Importance of Color

Next Generation Comfort and Safe Solutions for Passenger
Peace of Mind

Travel comfort has been redefined and passengers are thinking about surfaces in a way we have never
seen before. Not only do they want to physically feel comfortable, but they want to feel safe, which
directly impacts their experience and overall peace of mind during travel.
Our high-performance materials provide a seating solution that’s above the standard expectations of
comfort. Leveraging decades of collaborative expertise with our aviation partner Tapis, we can help you
design a cabin interior that is beautiful, easy to maintain and addresses the factors of what we consider
next-generation comfort.

Our Portfolio Provides Unparalleled Comfort
Physical Comfort:
Microfoam layer for increased support and to alleviate pressure and improve comfort
Inherent heat dissipation technology to keep passengers cool, comfortable and relaxed
Sensorial Comfort:
Ultrafabrics are luxuriously soft with an unmatched haptic that is constructed to withstand the
everyday wear and tear of commercial travel
Low VOCs with no odor or off-gassing to promote healthier indoor air quality
Wide array of colors and textures complement the haptic experience
Psychological Comfort:
Resistance to harsh cleaners, sanitizing wipes and UV-C disinfecting keeps seating germ-free
Responsibly made, animal-free material is the sensible choice for both passengers and the
environment
PromessaAV and Ultraleather Pro have the added benefit of inherent EPA-registered antimicrobial
technology to inhibit the growth of microbes and surface pathogens

Ultrafabrics + Tapis — Global
Aviation Partners
A strategic partnership for more than 30 years.
Ultrafabrics is the mill, and builds the product
and Tapis is our Leading Aviation Interior
Solution experts. Our work together fuses
creativity, instinct and imagination. We call it a
creative approach to problem solving; always
maximizing passenger comfort, durability, weight
savings and sustainability.

Together we can help you design a space that is above comfort. To find out more or to request samples,
please contact info@tapiscorp.com or call (914) 273-2737.

